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2017– 2020



Pan-nomĭnālis (work in progress)
2017

A series of images of panoramic radiographies of the personal collection of a 
dentist. Each piece is created by radiography and has common first names of 
patients. In total I scanned around 1000 radiographies and sorted by names.



Antony
Series: Pan-nomĭnālis
Year: 2017 
Size: 65x185cm



Quem Sou Eu Se Não Você Em Mim 
(Who I Am If Not You In Me)

2017

Part of my MA in Arts, this series is the result of experiments with artificial 
intelligence tools, field in deep learning. It’s a convolutional neural network 
(CNN, or ConvNet) a class of deep neural networks, most commonly applied 
to analysing visual imagery*. The images are the result of the transformation 
of a self-portrait made with a smart phone camera plus the face of important 
people tome (my parents, family and friends) generated using machine-
learning techniques, the results of a Google tool called Deep Style. The series 
is composed by polyptychs which have 40 images each. They represent my 
transformation, as influenced by these people within me. The polyptychs can 
be shown using GIF sequences or printed on Hahnemuhle Photo Rag 
308gsmpaper. One sequence was shown at ARS Electronica in 2017.

*Convolutional Neural Network

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convolutional_neural_network




  

Fabiana
Series: Quem Sou Eu Se Não Você Em Mim
Year: 2017 
Size: 9x13,5cm each image



EPHEMERIDES
MA in Arts - UNESP

2017 - 2019

From the Multis skull series (2015) my MA project was intended to create 
images of missing pieces from the original collection, which had been stolen. 
The UNIFESP (Federal Medicine University) collection of skulls had a total of 
510 skulls and over the years, some 60 pieces have been ‘lost’. The main idea 
of the project was to test computer imaging tools, and to create images for 
these pieces. From the beginning of the research in March 2017 until the 
present moment, images with artificial intelligence have been created. This is 
a technique that resulted in the set previously mentioned (Who I Am If Not 
You In Me), but in recent months the work has taken a different path in 
technical and conceptual terms. Prioritizing the narrative and its 
mathematical basis, the digital images are becoming more distanced from the 
photographic format, and becoming a series of digital drawings, using 
Generative Art. The images of the Multis series became a source of binary 
data for designs realized with generative software developed by the 
researcher Sergio Venancio called Extentio, and the current intention of this 
particular work is to create a calendar for each year of existence of each skull, 
since they were acquired to the collection. At the moment skull number 
‘9’, which doesn’t exist in the current collection, has been the subject of the 
drawing. 
This series represents a new step in my production, because in it, I will bring 
to light the aspects of my work that are in background in all of my images.

https://doi.org/10.11606/D.27.2020.tde-15012020-101135


  

A Movement has eight Periods, and each image represents a day of the existence of skull number 9, after its 
owner died (in this case, the year 1929). The intention is to create a drawing of each day since then, using a 
generative system created by me.



 
The elements of the drawing are: 36 skull images selected using a game that I created, plus a NASA image 
witch the Venancio’s software gets the colors, plus a pencil drawing made for me, and plus a group of 
coordinates belonging a fictional person.



Draw detail



After MA in arts 
2019-2020

My intention is to show the information that I collected in my MA research, using them as a 
report materialized in maps, drawings, and schedules. I created a fictional female character 
called Cqalök, who is a Human descendant but doesn’t have more connection with our 
planet or our physiology. This character has a mission, and she is trapped in a huge event of 
energy in a somewhere in the Universe. She can’t see what is happening around her. But her 
computer can. So, she has to believe in that Machine to understand how she could stay away 
from there, and her interpretation of the computer’s data will be the images that I will show 
in this exhibit. 
She tries to make some drawings using the information that she has, making a sequence 
graphics. On the next pages, I show some of this information.



In addition to the drawings, each day of this journey is composed by a sequence of data in the form of the graphics, maps, lists, and sounds. Bellow a 
list of the  “Seasons” that I created. I’ve been using it to draw the map, and to create a sequence of rules witch the software has to follow. 



This is the list of the “Skull Positions” that shows where each will be in my own “Universe”. The present is selected, the past in the 

right, and the future in the l eft side.
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Using the Machine's information the e character created two sequences of drawings with 36 pieces each one.



I decided to use a different alphanumeric in this fictional histroy, the numbers and words are represented using a “language” witch I 

created when I was 9 years old. I have changed some rules to use it and make a TTF font to use them in a c omputer.



I also decided to use the alphabet in some Cqalök's hand anotations. Here we can see the Time express in words.



In some point of this fictional history Cqalök has discovered the fear, and a extraordinary thing happens. A duplicate is created 

from her, and this new woman is identical, but has new skills. This new character has another point of view of the external 

events. She begins a new sequence of drawings showing here. This new sequence uses the same information, but is a 

different way to represent them.



The same information represented by two views



MA exhibit
2019

Called Ephemerides, the exhibit showed a part of the MA's pieces. The visitor 
could see some drawings made by the two characters, and some sculptures on 
the floor, representing the Time and Space, when and where Cqalök and her 
partner were.







Photography portfolio

2016– 2008



Spoiled Smile
2016

Inspired by the phrase "porous reality" in Zygmunt Bauman's book Liquid 
Modernity (when he cites Ralph Waldo Emerson), Spoiled Smile comprises nine 
images of mouth molds in plaster,photographed in colour on medium format 
film (6x6 cm).



  

Spoiled Smile #1
Series: Spoiled Smile 
Year: 2016 
Size: 65×65cm – 25 9/16in×25 9/16in

Spoiled Smile #2
Series: Spoiled Smile 
Year: 2016 
Size: 65×65cm – 25 9/16in×25 9/16in



  

Multis
2015

This series was made using a large format camera (5x7 inches), in the same 
way as the OJardim series (see previous slide). The images of Multis were 
photographed with the same lens and with x-ray plates as photographic 
negatives. The series features 450 images of human skulls divided into 90 
polyptychs of five images each. Each image represents a multiverse and the 
complexity of our differences and similarities.



  

Sequence one - (6, 106, 223, 322, 442)

Series: Multis
Year: 2015
Size: 32 x 23cm (each image)



  

354 Skulls



  

OJardim
2014

This series was made using a large format camera (5x7 inches) and medium 
format (6x7 cm) and a fifth lens built by me. This lens uses the glass's 
elements at a better quality compared to other lens that I have built. The 
result is the ability to show more details of the human anatomy in my pieces. 
The images have names which refer toarche types created by humanity to tell 
our story. The series has 25images of human body parts dried or in 
formaldehyde solution. They were photographed at a collection of anatomy 
from São Paulo. This work was exhibited in São Paulo in 2015 and the works 
are in the process of being acquired by the City Museum of São Paulo.



  

Oegoísta
55x55cm Illuminatus

75x40cm



  

Arbor
55 x 72cm

OsIrmãos
67x55cm



  

Desambiguação
2014

This series has two polyptychs that were photographed on a large format film 
camera (5x7 inches). When I was 10, I invented a game, in which I gave my own 
names to everything. The game here is used in another way, that is, I created 
new images for things. In these polyptychs I gave new images for 
constellations and stars. They are each composed of 88 quail eggs (to 
represent the constellations, using the earth as the point of view), and 48 
images of human teeth (to represent the brightest stars in our sky). Each 
image was named in Latin.



  

Cōnstēllātiō Lūcǐdē



  

Andromedae
13x18cm Sírius

13x10cm



  

Natural History Museum
2009 – 2014

This series was created 2009, and some further pieces in 2014. The Natural 
History Museum series was the result of two distinct sets of research: the first 
involved the construction of lenses using optical elements of any origin (in 
this work I used a transparent lid of shampoo); the second centered around 
modifications of software on digital cameras. The images have no post-
treatment or retouching, and have the approximate dimensions of the 
original objects themselves. The series features 95 images, including insects, 
skeletons, stuffed animals and containers of formaldehyde solution. They 
were photographed in museums in the interior of the state of São Paulo and 
in private collections. Since 2009 this work has been exhibited in São Paulo, 
London, Oslo and Portugal. Some of the works are in the process of being 
acquired by the City Museum of São Paulo.



  

Exaerete frontalis
14x14cm ou 80x80cm

Balearica pavonina
110x73cm



  

Balaenoptera bonaerensis: cor
80x80cm

Panthera leo: cranium
56x43cm



Exhibitions



  



  

www.danielmalva.com.br 
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